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Movement Techniques for Older Elementary
Yoga movement techniques (asana in Sanskrit) have wonderful effects not only on the physical
structure of the body, but also on the mind, vital organs and the energy levels of the
practitioner.
It is important that Yoga movement poses are practiced without judgment and that breath is
used to assist with holding a pose and moving in and out of the poses.
Muscling into Yoga movement poses is not recommended and in fact is counter to the purpose
of the poses.
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These techniques are not substitutes for medical advice as given by a medical physician and it is recommended that a practitioner informs his/her doctor that these
techniques are being practiced.
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Movement Techniques for Older Elementary
Tree Pose
Direct Aim: To bring about a sense of wellbeing and quiet to the mind; to tone, strengthen and lengthen the
muscles of the body; to establish union within mind, body, soul, Spirit and environment.
Indirect Aim: To achieve, maintain, and preserve health and prevent disease in both mind and body.
Procedure:
1. Stand in Mountain pose: feet are parallel to each other and hip distance apart; active (engage) your
quadriceps and ground (press) your feet into the mat connecting all sides of your feet into the mat or
floor surface; make sure your shoulders are over your hips and you are standing tall extending the crown
of your head to the sky. Hands may be at your heart of by the sides of the torso.
2. Now concentrate on your right leg and strengthen and stabilize it so that you can balance on this leg
only.
3. As you do this bend your left knee and bring the inside arch of your left foot towards the right foot and
ankle.
4. Keeping the ball of your foot and toes of the left foot on the ground focus on balancing on your right
leg while keeping the bent left knee as close to 90 degrees out to the left as possible – if this is not
possible open your left knee out to the left side as far as is possible for you.
5. Put the palms of your hands together in a prayer position and bring them to the center of your chest.
6. Bring your eye gaze to a single point in front of you to help maintain your balance – if this is not easy at
first bring your eye gaze a few feet in front of you on the ground and practice bringing your gaze
upwards for a few seconds at a time until you can focus your eyes away from the ground.
7. Hold the pose for at least 15-30 seconds.
Notes:
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These techniques are not substitutes for medical advice as given by a medical physician and it is recommended that a practitioner informs his/her doctor that these
techniques are being practiced.
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Tree pose is considered one of the foundational balance poses in yoga. Balance poses help bring

grounding energy to the practitioner and are thought to calm the mind. In yoga it is believed that all grounding
poses provide these benefits; tree pose is the considered to be the most basic grounding pose.
It is very important to never bring the inside of the foot to the knee of the supporting leg, as this will damage the
knee.
Extensions:
Individual Tree Variations: Practice tree pose, but instead of keeping the ball of your foot and toes on
the ground, bring the inside of your foot up to the calf of the supporting leg; hold this pose for 15-30 seconds.
Another variation is to bring the inside of the bent leg’s foot to the inside thigh area of the supporting
leg; hold this pose for 15-30 seconds.
Instead of keeping your hands in prayer position for the entire pose, on an inhale extend your arms
overhead as if tall branches of a tree; when bringing your hands back down into prayer position exhale as you
lower your arms.
Supported Tree: This variation on tree pose involves either a partner or an entire circle of practitioners
standing in tree pose supporting each other.
In the partner variation of tree pose two practitioners stand facing each other with their palms flat and
open touching the other partner’s open, flat palms. Practice tree pose while using your partner to assist with
your balance. Practice this pose while facing and supporting each other for at least 30 seconds.
In the supported circle variation of tree pose practitioners stand in a circle with hands open and flat
with a 90-degree bend in the elbows. Open, flat palms face outwards away from the body so that each
practitioner connects with the person next to them with open, flat palms pushing gently against each other.
Both of these extensions can be used as community building lessons and might also develop connections
and compassion amongst Older Elementary.
Older Elementary Students:
Older Elementary Students might enjoy leading the supporting tree variations within their own
practice and also lead younger students in the supported tree series.
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